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Leaking Wireless ICs via Hardware
Trojan-Infected Synchronization
Alán Rodrigo Dı́az-Rizo, Hassan Aboushady, Senior Member, IEEE ,

and Haralampos-G. Stratigopoulos, Member, IEEE

Abstract—We propose a Hardware Trojan (HT) attack in wireless Integrated Circuits (ICs) that aims at leaking sensitive information
within a legitimate transmission. The HT is hidden inside the transmitter modulating the sensitive information into the preamble of each
transmitted frame which is used for the synchronization of the transmitter with the receiver. The data leakage does not affect
synchronization and is imperceptible by the inconspicuous nominal receiver as it does not incur any performance penalty in the
communication. A knowledgeable rogue receiver, however, can recover the data using signal processing that is too expensive and
impractical to be used during run-time in nominal receivers. The HT mechanism is designed at circuit-level and is embedded entirely
into the digital section of the RF transceiver having a tiny footprint. The proposed HT attack is demonstrated with measurements on a
hardware platform. We demonstrate the stealthiness of the attack, i.e., its ability to evade defenses based on testing and run-time
monitoring, and the robustness of the attack, i.e., the ability of the rogue receiver to recover the leaked information even under
unfavorable channel conditions.

Index Terms—Hardware security and trust, hardware Trojans, wireless integrated circuits, covert communication channel, information
leakage.
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1 INTRODUCTION

A Hardware Trojan (HT) is a malicious modification
of the hardware performed by an adversary [1], [2], [3],
[4], [5], [6]. HTs are classified according to the insertion
phase (i.e., design, fabrication, assembly, post-silicon, etc.),
insertion level (i.e., RTL, gate-level, transistor-level, layout,
etc.), location on die (i.e., processor, memory, analog, etc.),
triggering mechanism (i.e., always-on, activation after some
operation time elapses, activation when some rare input
condition is met), and payload or effect (i.e., performance
degradation, denial-of-service, or leaking of sensitive data
such as a cipher key).

From the attacker’s perspective, the goal is to design
a small footprint and stealthy HT that evades detection.
From the defender’s perspective, the goal is to prevent HT
insertion or detect the presence of a HT, for example with
reverse engineering, post-manufacturing testing, or during
run-time.

Numerous HT designs have been proposed in the liter-
ature, the vast majority of which target digital Integrated
Circuits (ICs). The simplest HT is a combinational circuit
that monitors a set of nodes to generate a trigger on the
simultaneous occurrence of rare node conditions and, subse-
quently, once the trigger is activated, the payload is simply
flipping the value of another node. Another common HT
design are the sequential HTs which are triggered with a
sequence of conditions and not with a specific state or condi-
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tion like the combinational HTs. More complex HTs include
silicon wearout mechanisms [7], hidden side-channels [8],
changing dopant polarity in active areas of transistors [9],
siphoning charge from victim wires known as A2 attack
[10], [11], activating a row in DRAM to corrupt data in
nearby rows known as rowhammer attack [12], exploiting
capacitive crosstalk effects [13], leveraging characteristics of
emerging Non-Volatile Memories (NVMs) [14], etc.

For analog ICs, HT design is more challenging because
analog performance is sensitive to circuit alterations, thus a
HT-infected analog IC is likely not to pass testing, and also
because analog layouts have few components, thus a HT can
be easily detected via reverse engineering and layout inspec-
tion. Proposed HT designs for analog ICs include bringing
the circuit into an undesired state or operation mode [15],
[16], [17], [18], [19] and digital-to-analog HTs that exploit the
on-chip test infrastructure [20], [21]. In the latter scenario,
the HT resides inside a digital IP where it is triggered. The
generated payload is transferred to the victim analog IP
via the common test access mechanism and is applied to
it via its built-in self-test or programming interface to the
test access mechanism. There exist also analog HT designs
to infect digital ICs, such as the A2 attack [10], [11]. The A2
attack can be used to infect the digital section of a mixed-
signal IC, but it has not been demonstrated inside the analog
section.

This paper concerns a HT attack in wireless ICs that
implements a covert communication channel aiming at
leaking sensitive information from the transmitter within a
legitimate signal transmission. A rogue receiver can listen to
the transmission to recover the sensitive information, while
the legitimate receiver is inconspicuous and does not realize
the information leaking. Several studies have demonstrated
this type of HT attack. The HT can be embedded within
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the Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol [22], within the
digital baseband physical layer (PHY) [23], [24], [25], [26],
[27], or its payload mechanism can partially act upon the
Analog Front-End (AFE) [28], [29], [30], [31], [32]. In parallel,
these studies propose defenses for detecting the HT attack at
test time or during run-time. The prior art on attack models
and defenses will be discussed in more detail in Section 2.

In this paper, we propose a novel and practical HT attack
in this context where the HT operates exclusively in the
digital baseband PHY. The underlying idea is to modulate
leaked data with the preamble part of the transmitted
frames which serves for the synchronization of the receiver
with the transmitter. By doing so the synchronization still
succeeds and the HT is non-intrusive and transparent to
the communication link as the transmitted data is not
affected. The proposed HT attack is generally applicable
to any RF transceiver. We show that it evades defenses
at test time or during run-time, including all the known
defenses described in Section 2 and a new defense that we
propose which acts specifically on the infected preamble. We
embed the HT mechanism in the PHY of an RF transceiver
implemented in the Software Defined Radio (SDR) bladeRF
board from NuandTM [33]. We show the HT design at circuit-
level and we demonstrate with hardware measurements the
ability of the HT to evade detection, thus being indistin-
guishable from normal operation, yet decipherable by the
intended rogue receiver. The HT overhead is estimated to
be 0.109% of the PHY hardware and the throughput of the
covert channel can reach 12 bits per frame. We also present a
use case demonstrator where the attacker steals the encryp-
tion key and subsequently decrypts a transmitted image
message. The demonstrator allows us to study in addition
the reliability of the covert channel for different channel
conditions. The attacker can receive several repetitions of
the noisy key and perform a voting scheme to extract the
correct key. Finally, for the purpose of completeness, we
review generic HT countermeasures based on pre-silicon
prevention and post-silicon detection. Their applicability is
related to the threat model, i.e., the HT insertion phase.
Evaluating these defenses is an area of future work.

The rest of the article is structured as follows. In Section
2, we discuss the prior art on covert channel attacks for
wireless ICs and defenses. In Section 3, we describe the the-
ory of the proposed HT attack, including the threat model,
working principle, and applicability. In Section 4, we discuss
the HT attack implementation, including the circuit-level
design, overhead, rogue receiver design, and throughput of
the covert channel. In Section 5, we present the hardware
platform and we physically demonstrate the attack with
measurements, including its transparency to the legitimate
communication, its resilience to test-based and run-time de-
fenses, a demonstrator from the attacker’s perspective, and
the reliability analysis of the covert channel. In Section 6, we
discuss generic HT countermeasures potentially applicable
in this context. Section 7 concludes this article.

2 PRIOR ART ON COVERT COMMUNICATION
CHANNELS

Table 1 provides a concise summary of existing attack mod-
els and corresponding defenses. These are explained below

in more detail.

2.1 Attack models
In [22], a spyware is demonstrated exploiting the timing
channel resulting from interarrival times of the legitimate
transmitted packets. It can be embedded within any MAC
protocol that avoids collision in packet retransmissions by
using an exponential back-off rule, i.e., the Carrier Sense
Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) pro-
tocol. In [23], covert messages are hidden within a “dirty”
payload data constellation by taking advantage of the I/Q
impairments and noisy channel conditions. In [24], four
covert channel schemes are shown for the PHY of the IEEE
802.11. These include leaking data by: (a) introducing an
additional phase shift in the Short Training Sequence (STS)
symbols of the preamble; (b) introducing an artificial Carrier
Frequency Offset (CFO) into each Orthogonal Frequency-
Division Multiplexing (OFDM) symbol; (c) introducing ex-
tra camouflage subcarriers to the OFDM signal; and (d) by
replacement of the OFDM Cyclic Prefix (CP). In [27], the
attack is staged in the Forward Error Correction (FEC) block,
exploiting the fact that the FEC block offers more error
correcting capabilities than the channel needs. In [28], [29],
[30], the idea is to exploit the margins that exist between the
operating point of the circuit and the boundaries defined
by the circuit and communication standard specifications.
In particular, the HT performs minute modifications in the
parameters of the transmitted signal, such as amplitude and
frequency, to leak sensitive information from the tampered
device. Two HT payload mechanisms are shown in [30], one
that uses a single pole double throw switch and a pair of
resistors to alter the input termination impedance of the
power amplifier, and another one that reprograms the gain
stages. In [31], it is proposed to use spread spectrum tech-
niques to hide an unauthorized transmission signal within
the legitimate signal below the noise level. In [32], first fea-
sible transmitter impairments that do not affect appreciably
Bit Error Rate (BER) are determined, then leaked data are
mapped on such artificially introduced impairments. The
adversary learns these impairments and extracts the leaked
data using deep learning.

2.2 Defenses
Most of the aforementioned studies also examine the re-
silience to various defenses, oftentimes finding a work-
ing defense. Defenses range from standard measurements,
i.e., measuring Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR), Error Vector
Magnitude (EVM) or BER, examining compliance with the
spectral mask specifications, analyzing I/Q constellation
diagrams, etc., to more elaborate techniques, i.e., Statistical
Side-Channel Fingerprinting (SSCF) [29], Adaptive Channel
Estimation (ACE) [30], and channel noise profiling. SSCF
consists in training a one-class classifier in a feature space
composed of parametric measurements, e.g., transmitted
power, from golden HT-free devices. The HT-infected de-
vices have a feature vector that lies outside the classification
boundary and, thereby, can be distinguished from HT-free
devices. The ACE defense leverages the slow-fading char-
acteristics of indoor communication channels to distinguish
between channel impairments and HT activity. In [30], it
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TABLE 1
HT attack models and defenses.

Ref. Attack model Defense mechanism

[22] Modifies the MAC layer CSMA/CA protocol to leak data
into the timings of the transmitted packet sequence.

Evades statistical tests that detect covert timing channels. No other
defense is studied.

[23] Encodes leaked data on the I/Q mapping and hides the
encoding by introducing imperfections to the transmitted
signal.

Certain tests, such as EVM, show a distinguishing behavior com-
pared to HT-free operation.

[24]-1 Leaks data by introducing an additional phase shift into
all STS symbols of the preamble.

Analysis of the preamble constellation.

[24]-2 Leaks data by introducing artificial CFO into each OFDM
symbol.

Analysis of CFO changes over time.

[24]-3, [25] Leaks data in extra camouflage subcarriers added to the
OFDM signal.

Decode the signal field to determine if the number of subcarriers
is correct.

[24]-4, [26] Leaks data into parts of the OFDM CP. Compare the last 16 samples of an OFDM symbol with its CP;
spectrum analysis.

[27] Leaks data by substituting some legitimate data in the
FEC block.

Channel noise profiling.

[28], [29], [30] Leaks data by modulating amplitude and/or frequency
of transmitted signal.

SSCF; ACE; Use hardware dithering as a prevention mechanism
[34] .

[31] Leaks data using spread spectrum techniques. Spectral analysis.
[32] Leaks data into controlled artificial impairments. No defenses are studied.

This work Leaks data through amplitude modulation of some sub-
carriers in the STS of the preamble.

Evades any known defense for α <15%.

Fig. 1. Threat model.

is claimed that the ACE defense is successful in detecting
any HT regardless of the attack specifics. There exist also
defenses that are specific to the attack model focusing on the
particular encoding of the leaked data. Finally, it is possible
to design a proactive defense mechanism that challenges the
operation principle of the HT with the aim to neutralize it.
An example is the hardware dithering technique proposed
in [34].

3 PROPOSED ATTACK: THEORY

3.1 Threat Model

We consider three wireless ICs as depicted in Fig. 1, namely
Alice that has been tampered with by an attacker, Bob
that establishes a communication link with Alice and is a
legitimate receiver, and Eve that is a rogue receiver having
knowledge of the existence of the HT into Alice’s transmitter
hardware. The HT has been implanted into the baseband
of the transmitter of Alice during the design or fabrication

phases. Unbeknownst to Alice, while performing an autho-
rized communication with Bob, she is disclosing valuable in-
formation to Eve, i.e., the secret cipher key that is thereafter
used to decrypt the transmitted data, sensitive data from
body sensors or other Internet of Things (IoT) devices or
the weights of a proprietary Deep Neural Network (DNN)
model. The information is encoded into bits that are well
hidden within the transmission signal of Alice.

The attacker can be: (a) a third-party IP (3PIP) provider
that delivers the HT-infected digital section of the RF
transceiver to the inconspicuous design house which then
integrates it together with the AFE; (b) the design house
itself that has easy access to perform the malicious mod-
ifications; or (c) the foundry which receives the Graphic
Database System II (GDSII) file and can insert the HT
either by directly modifying the layout or by first reverse
engineering the file to extract the circuit netlist and then
inserting the HT at the transistor-level or gate-level [35].

3.2 Working principle

In any wireless communication protocol the payload is
transmitted along with the PHY specifications. The base-
band Digital Signal Processor (DSP) prepares the payload
in a frame format for transmission. The Physical layer
Protocol Data Unit (PPDU) frame format of an OFDM
IEEE 802.11 transmission consists of several OFDM symbols.
These symbols are divided into 3 parts, namely preamble
(a.k.a. SYNC), header (a.k.a. SIGNAL), and payload (a.k.a.
DATA). The preamble section is composed of two differ-
ent training symbol sequences, namely a STS and a Long
Training Sequence (LTS). Fig. 2 shows the PPDU of an IEEE
802.11 transmission with the 3 mentioned parts as defined in
the IEEE 802.11 standard [36]. The STS field consists of ten
identical short symbol repetitions and it is used for timing
acquisition based on the Schmidl and Cox algorithm [37],
i.e., to detect the start of the frame, and for coarse CFO
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Fig. 2. PPDU frame format of an OFDM IEEE 802.11 transmission.

TABLE 2
STSF as defined in the IEEE 802.11 standard [36].

Index (k) Floating-point (I,Q) Fixed-point (I,Q)

-24, -16, -4, 12, 16, 20, 24 1.4720 , 1.4720 16’h5E35 , 16’h5E35
-20, -12, -8, 4, 8 -1.4720 , -1.4720 16’hA1CA , 16’hA1CA

others 0.0 , 0.0 16’h0000 , 16’h0000

estimation [36]. The LTS field consists of two long symbol
repetitions and is used for channel estimation and fine CFO
estimation [36].

The STS is described by the IEEE 802.11 standard [36]
using its frequency domain representation, denoted by STSF.
STSF is composed of 64 complex values, i.e., having real
(I) and imaginary (Q) components, also called subcarriers
or frequency bins, each of 16-bit length, i.e., STSF has
N = (64 + 64) ∗ 16 bits = 2048 bits. The 64 subcarriers are
indexed from -32 to 31, and there are 12 non-zero subcarriers
as shown in Table 2, with the signed decimal floating-
point value and hexadecimal fixed-point value using a 16-
bit word length shown in the second and third columns of
Table 2, respectively.

The STS that is prepended to the frame is derived by
performing an Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) on the
64 subcarriers composing STSF, as depicted in Fig. 3. The
IFFT generates a time-domain representation of the STS,
denoted by STSt, of the same size as STSF, composed of
64 I/Q samples, each of 16-bit length. STSt has a periodicity
of 16 samples, i.e., it contains 4 repetitions of 16 samples.
The final STS is formed by concatenating two and a half
STSt to obtain the 10 repetitions required by the standard.
The transmitter performs those operations at the OFDM
modulation block, which contains an IFFT unit, and at the
framer block, performing the concatenation operation, as
depicted in Fig. 4. The same operation is performed to the
frequency-domain representation of the LTS, denoted by
LTSF, to obtain the time-domain version, denoted by LTSt.
The preamble is formed by concatenating the final STS and
two and a half LTSt. The resulting preamble is prepended to
any transmitted frame as it is depicted in Fig. 2.

In this work, we propose a HT attack which leaks secret
information through the baseband STSF. Fig. 4 shows a
block diagram where sensitive information from outside the
baseband processor is driven to the STS generation block, as
it is depicted by a red dotted line, where the HT will be
implemented. For simplicity, Fig. 4 shows only parts of the
transmitter of the wireless IC. This leakage scheme where
secret information in one part of the design is driven to
another part of the design, i.e., the DSP or AFE, is used in all
of the previous works in Table 1. Indeed, in an Application-
Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) implementation of the RF
transceiver where all parts are integrated on the same sub-
strate, sniffing the valuable information from the memory
where it is stored and establishing the connection to the

Fig. 3. The detailed STS generation.

Fig. 4. AM STS HT location within the architecture of a wireless IC,
showing only part of the transmitter’s sub-blocks.

STS generation block is totally feasible if the attacker is the
design house or foundry. More specifically, the proposed
HT attack, called Amplitude Modulation (AM) STS HT attack,
consists in modulating the amplitude of the STSF subcarriers
with the information bits being stolen.

In detail, from the 12 non-zero subcarriers of the STSF,
we choose to leak one byte of information using 8 sub-
carriers and we use the other 4 subcarriers to set a non-
modulated amplitude threshold to reduce the error rate for
the rogue receiver. Therefore, in each frame, a byte of the
disclosed information is leaked into 8 subcarriers, called
corrupted subcarriers, with the indexes of these subcarriers
being the same for all frames. The amplitude of the cor-
rupted subcarriers is multiplied by α < 1, i.e., it is slightly
lowered when the leaked bit is ‘1’, otherwise the amplitude
is preserved for leaked bits ‘0’.

Let us consider for example that the 8 corrupted sub-
carriers have indexes k = {−24,−20,−16,−8, 4, 8, 16, 24}.
The STSF infected by the AM STS HT is then given in
floating-point values by

STSHT
F−32,31

={0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 α
′

−24(1.472+1.472j) 0 0 0 α
′

−20(-

1.472-1.472j) 0 0 0 α
′

−16(1.472+1.472j) 0 0 0 -1.472-1.472j 0
0 0 α

′

−8(-1.472-1.472j) 0 0 0 1.472+1.472j 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 α
′

4(-
1.472-1.472j) 0 0 0 α

′

8(-1.472-1.472j) 0 0 0 1.472+1.472j 0 0 0
α
′

16(1.472+1.472j) 0 0 0 1.472+1.472j 0 0 0 α
′

24(1.472+1.472j) 0
0 0 0 0 0 0}

where α
′

k = α if the leaked bit in subcarrier k is 1 and
α
′

k = 1 if the leaked bit in subcarrier k is 0.
At the receiver side, the synchronization process to

find the start of the frame consists of performing a cross-
correlation operation between the received samples and the
ideal OFDM modulated samples of the standard-defined
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Fig. 5. Circuit schematic of the nominal STS block.

STSF. Since the synchronization process is done with the
received STSt, the STSF generation at the transmitter side can
be freely modulated by the attacker to leak data under the
condition that the correlation properties at the receiver side
are kept. Therefore, the amplitude modulation operation
in the proposed HT attack, dictated by the choice of α,
is performed while ensuring that it will have no effect on
the correlation properties. In this way, the synchronization
process is not affected and the covert channel is unnoticed
by the inconspicuous receiver.

As we will see in Section 5, the magnitude of α repre-
sents a trade-off between stealthiness of the AM STS HT
attack and effective recovery of leaked data by the rogue re-
ceiver. Larger α increases the probability of detection while
reducing the probability of error in the recovered data. The
attacker can choose a small α to circumvent detection, and
exploit several consecutive transmissions of the sensitive
bits to perform an error correction scheme.

3.3 Applicability
A synchronization process is present and necessary in any
wireless communication protocol. For instance, Wireless Lo-
cal Area Network (WLAN) IEEE 802.11 (i.e., Wi-Fi), Wireless
Personal Area Network (WPAN) IEEE 802.15.1 (i.e., Blue-
tooth), and Low-Rate Wireless Personal Area Network (LR-
WPAN) IEEE 802.15.4 (i.e., Zigbee), use correlation-based
synchronization algorithms. Moreover, all of the above stan-
dards use a preamble for synchronization, thus the pro-
posed AM STS HT attack is virtually applicable to all of
them.

4 PROPOSED ATTACK: IMPLEMENTATION

4.1 Circuit-level design
Fig. 5 shows the hardware implementation of the STS block
in Fig. 4. The STS block creates the 16-bit fixed-point values
for each element of the sequence STSF−32,31

, starting with
the element with index k = 0 up to k = 31, then from
k = −32 up to k = −1. These fixed-point values are
reported in Table 2. Note that the real (I) and imaginary (Q)
components have the same value. Therefore, for simplicity
and without loss of generality, in the following examples
we refer only to the real value. Taking as an example the
element with index k = 0 that has floating-point value 0.0,
the STS block has to create the fixed-point value 16’h0000.
The SEL input is a 6-bit word and selects the index k of one

of the 64 subcarriers to be created. The three multiplexers
(MUXes) in Fig. 5 receive a fixed 64-bit value as shown in the
upper part of Table 3, where DATA CX and MuxX denote
the input and output of MUX X, respectively. The position of
the selected bit transferred at the output of each MUX equals
the decimal representation of the SEL input. The output
values of the MUXes are then concatenated according to
the scheme in the first row in the upper part of Table 4 to
create the 16-bit fixed-point value of the selected element of
the sequence STSF−32,31

.
For example, for element with index k = 4 that has

fixed-point value 16’hA1CA in hexadecimal representation,
SEL = 6’b000100, bit position k + 1 = 5 is selected at the
inputs of the MUXes as shown in blue in the upper part of
Table 3, and the MUXes output concatenation is as shown
in blue in the upper part of Table 4 resulting in the desired
value of 16’hA1CA. The same hardware and concatenation
operations as shown in the upper part of Table 4 are used to
generate any element k by setting the input SEL equal to k
in decimal.

Fig. 6 shows the hardware modifications in the STS
block to implement the AM STS HT attack. The stolen
bits are streamed into the STS block whose output is the
16-bit fixed-point values of the elements of the sequence
STSHT

F−32,31
. The attacker needs to define which subcarriers

will be corrupted, as well as the amplitude modulation
α. Without loss of generality, similarly to Section 3.2, let
us assume that 8 subcarriers are corrupted with indexes
k = {−24,−20,−16,−8, 4, 8, 16, 24}. Let us also assume
α = 10%. As shown in Fig. 6, the design is modified to
add two extra MUXes. The inputs of the five MUXes are
shown in the lower part of Table 3. The first two MUXes
have constant input values, while MUXes 2-4 have some
constant bits and some bits coming from the leaked se-
cret information. The 8 stolen bits per frame are denoted
by σ[j], j = 0, · · · , 7 in Table 3, where σ[0] is the least
significant bit and ¬σ[j] denotes the inverse of σ[j]. In
this implementation, stolen bits {0, · · · , 7} are mapped to
subcarriers with indexes {4, 8, 16, 24,−24,−20,−16,−8} in
this exact order. When the value of the leaked bit is 0 the
corresponding subcarrier according to this mapping has the
same amplitude as in the HT-free case. On the other hand,
when the value of the leaked bit is 1 the amplitude of
the corresponding subcarrier according to this mapping is
multiplied by α. The concatenation of the outputs of the
MUXes is shown in the first row of the lower part of Table
4.

As an example, let us assume that the leaked byte
with the secret information is σ = 8’b00010001. In this
scenario, subcarrier with index k = 4 will have a modu-
lated amplitude of 0.9 × (−1.4720) = −1.3248, subcarrier
with index k = −24 will have a modulated amplitude of
0.9 × (1.4720) = 1.3248, while the rest of the subcarriers
will remain at the non-modulated amplitude, i.e., -1.4720 or
+1.4720. Let us further consider subcarrier with index k = 4.
The outputs of the MUXes for SEL input k+1 = 5 are shown
in red in the lower part of Table 3. The second row of the
lower part of Table 4 shows in red the generation of the
element of STSHT

F with index k = 4 after the concatenation
operation. Certain bits depend on the leaked bit σ[0]. The
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TABLE 3
Input values of MUXes.

HT-free STS block implementation (Fig. 5)

MUX Name Input (binary value)

Mux0 DATA C0 64’b0000 0001 0001 0000 0001 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0001 0001 0000
Mux1 DATA C1 64’b0001 0000 0000 0001 0000 0001 0000 0000 0000 0001 0001 0001 0001 0000 0000 0000
Mux2 DATA C2 64’b0001 0000 0000 0001 0000 0001 0000 0000 0000 0001 0001 0001 0001 0000 0000 0000

HT-Infected STS block implementation (Fig. 6)

MUX Name Input (binary value)

Mux0 DATA C0 64’b0000 0001 0001 0000 0001 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0001 0001 0000
Mux1 DATA C1 64’b0001 0000 0000 0001 0000 0001 0000 0000 0000 0001 0001 0001 0001 0000 0000 0000
Mux2 DATA C2 64’b0001 000σ[7] 0000 000¬σ[6] 000σ[5] 000¬σ[4] 0000 0000 0000 000¬σ[3] 0001 000¬σ[2] 0001 000σ[1] 000σ[0] 0000
Mux3 DATA C3 64’b0000 000¬σ[7] 0001 000σ[6] 000¬σ[5] 000σ[4] 0000 0000 0000 000σ[3] 0000 000σ[2] 0000 000¬σ[1] 000¬σ[0] 0000
Mux4 DATA C4 64’b0000 0001 0001 000σ[6] 0001 000σ[4] 0000 0000 0000 000σ[3] 0000 000σ[2] 0000 0001 0001 0000
Note: ¬σ is the inverse of σ.

TABLE 4
Concatenation operation of the outputs of the MUXes.

HT-free STS block implementation (Fig. 5)

Concatenation of MUXes (M#) M0,M1,M0,M1 M1,M1,M1,M0 M0,M0,M1,M1 M0,M1,M0,M2

Subcarriers (k): -24, -16, -4, 12, 16, 20, 24 Fixed-point value 0101 1110 0011 0101
Hexadecimal value 5 E 3 5

Subcarriers (k): -20, -12, -8, 4, 8 Fixed-point value 1010 0001 1100 1010
Hexadecimal value A 1 C A

Subcarriers (k): others Fixed-point value 0000 0000 0000 0000
Hexadecimal value 0 0 0 0

HT-infected STS block implementation (Fig. 6)

Concatenation of MUXes (M#) M0,M1,M0,M1 M2,M1,M2,M0 M3,M3,M2,M2 M3,M2,M4,M2

Concatenated output of subcarrier k = 4 Fixed-point value 1010 σ[0] 0 σ[0] 1 ¬σ[0]¬σ[0]σ[0]σ[0] ¬σ[0]σ[0] 1 σ[0]

Leaked bit σ[0] = 0 Fixed-point value 1010 0001 1100 1010
Floating point value -1.4720

Leaked bit σ[0] = 1 Fixed-point value 1010 1011 0011 0111
Floating point value -1.3248

Note: ¬σ is the inverse of σ.

third and fourth rows of the lower part of Table 4 show
the 16-bit fixed-point and floating-point values in the case
where σ[0] = 0 and σ[0] = 1, respectively. For σ[0] = 0
the concatenated output value remains at -1.4720, whereas
for σ[0] = 1 the concatenated output value is reduced to
-1.3248, i.e., 10% below the standard.

The HT-infected STS block implementation shown in Fig.
6 resulted from a synthesis using the software Quartus II
16.0 from IntelTM. It should be noted that the implementa-
tion is not unique and different implementations can result
using different optimization levels of synthesis.

Moreover, the implementation of the PHY of the IEEE
802.11 standard can vary depending on available resources
or developer preferences, as long as it still complies with
the standard. Herein, we showed the HT design in the case
where STSt is re-computed for every frame. Alternatively,
the STSt may be computed once, then stored and reused for
each frame. In this scenario, the HT mechanism would mod-
ulate the stored STSt samples to implement the information
leakage.

4.2 Overhead
To calculate the HT overhead and prove the low footprint
of the proposed HT attack, we utilized as base HT-free im-
plementation an open-source IEEE 802.11 compatible SDR

Fig. 6. Circuit schematic of the HT-infected STS block.

VHDL modem [38]. The project is called bladeRF-wiphy as
it implements the PHY of the IEEE 802.11 in the FPGA
of the bladeRF board [33]. More details about the bladeRF
board will be given in Section 5.1. Starting from the HT-free
implementation, we made the modifications of Section 4.1
to incorporate the HT into the PHY of the modem and we
re-synthesized the project using Quartus II 16.0 from IntelTM

to find the resultant overhead. The HT design requires the
addition of 58 Adaptive Look-Up Tables (ALUTs) which
translates into a negligible increase of 0.109% in the total
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Fig. 7. Rogue receiver block architecture for the AM STS HT attack.

number of required ALUTs to implement the entire PHY
of the modem. According to Intel, the physical resources
represented by an ALUT differ depending on the device
family. For example, in Stratix V, Arria V and Cyclone V
devices, there is one combinational LUT and 2 registers per
ALUT.

4.3 Rogue receiver

To extract the leaked data from the received signal, after
synchronization the rogue receiver needs to demodulate
the OFDM symbols containing the STSt, extract the values
stored in the corrupted subcarriers, and demodulate the AM
signal. The hardware needed to retrieve the leaked data is
depicted in Fig. 7.

The above process is not performed in the nominal
receiver since after finding the start of the frame the STSt is
no longer processed. In Section 5, we investigate different
defenses aiming to spot the HT activity. One of them,
namely the STS constellation test, looks for anomalies in the
constellation of the demodulated STSt, i.e., it emulates some
of the stages performed by the rogue receiver. Although this
defense may be able to detect HT attacks that act on the STS,
it is not cost-effective to be implemented into every nominal
receiver because the purpose-specific hardware needed to
achieve this would incur a large area, power, and delay
overhead. In addition, the nominal receiver does not know
which subcarriers are corrupted and which are affected only
by noise, therefore a very high SNR would be required to
detect any anomalies. We will return to this point in our
experimental results in Section 5.

4.4 Throughput of the covert channel

In the proposed HT attack, the throughput of the covert
channel can reach 12 bits per frame (bpf), whereas the
number of transmitted frames per second (fps), denoted by
nfps, depends on the length of the transmitted frames. There
are three types of IEEE 802.11 frames, namely management,
control, and data. The second layer of the Open Systems
Interconnection (OSI) model, namely the data link layer, de-
fines the number of bytes contained in each of the different
IEEE 802.11 frame types. All types include a PHY preamble,
meaning that every transmitted frame can carry up to 12 bits
of the covert channel payload. Therefore, the throughput of
the covert channel, denoted by ThHT, expressed in bits per
second (bps) is given by ThHT = 12·nfps. For instance, short
control frames, such as the Acknowledge (ACK) and Clear
to Send (CTS), have a frame length of 16 µs, which implies

a frame rate of 62,500 fps, and thus a throughput of 750,000
bps. Longer control frames, such as the Request to Send
(RTS) or variable-length data frames, reduce the number of
fps according to their frame duration, thus the throughput
of the covert channel is also reduced.

5 MEASUREMENT RESULTS

5.1 Hardware Platform
To demonstrate the proposed AM STS HT attack we use
the SDR bladeRF board from NuandTM [33]. This board
contains three main chips: an RF transceiver LMS6002 from
Lime MicrosystemsTM, a Field-Programmable Gate Array
(FPGA) Cyclone IV from IntelTM (formerly ALTERATM),
and a USB 3.0 peripheral controller FX3 from CypressTM.
The RF transceiver has on-chip baseband and RF loopback
modes allowing us to perform measurements using the
same board. For our measurements we employ the base-
band loopback mode and we model the communication
channel with Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN). Fig.
8 shows a block diagram architecture of the test setup used
for the experiments. It shows the interaction between the
baseband DSP and the AFE, as well as the loopback modes.
The HT attack mechanism at the transmitter side is placed
in the preamble generation depicted by a Trojan horse. The
defense mechanisms at the receiver side were implemented
in the baseband at the synchronization process during run-
time or at test time and are depicted by a crossed-out Trojan
horse.

5.2 Transparency to legitimate communication: choice
of α
The AM STS HT attack leaks data through the STS, thus it
affects the coarse CFO estimation. However, the standard
uses the LTS, which is left intact by the AM STS HT attack,
for fine CFO estimation and correction. The hypothesis is
that there exists a value of α below which the introduced
CFO due to the AM STS HT attack can still be compensated,
thus making the AM STS HT attack transparent to the legit-
imate communication. In essence, while the inconspicuous
legitimate receiver successfully synchronizes and thereafter
discards the preamble, the rogue receiver who knows the
leaking mechanism processes further the preamble to re-
trieve the leaked data.

To demonstrate that our hypothesis is valid, we stud-
ied the impact of different α values on the constellation
diagram of the received decoded payload signal and on
the BER performance. We performed these measurements
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Fig. 8. RF transceiver test setup using the loopback mode. The Trojan horse shows the stage of the attack and the crossed-out Trojan horse show
the stages of the defense mechanisms.

(a) SNR=40dB. (b) SNR=10dB. (c) SNR=2dB.

Fig. 9. Constellation diagrams of the decoded payload of the received OFDM-BPSK signal for different SNR values. The result is shown for an
HT-free device and an AM STS HT-infected device using different values of α.

using an OFDM transmission using Binary Phase Shift Key-
ing (BPSK) modulation for different values of SNR for an
HT-free device and an AM STS HT-infected device using
different values of α.

Fig. 9 shows the constellation diagrams of the received
payload. Visually they are indistinguishable between an HT-
free and an AM STS HT-infected device regardless of the
value of α. Fig. 10, however, shows that for α greater than
15% the AM STS HT-infected device presents a degraded
BER for SNR greater than 2 dB that distinguishes it from the
HT-free device. In conclusion, the proposed AM STS HT at-
tack does not have any impact on either the synchronization
or the performance of legitimate communication when the
value of α is chosen to be less than 15%.

5.3 Resilience to test-based and run-time defenses

The proposed AM STS HT attack was tested against known
defences aiming at detecting HT-infected chips at post-
manufacturing test or HT activity during run-time. For all
the following experiments, unless explicitly mentioned, we
use α = 10%.

Fig. 10. Measured BER of the received OFDM-BPSK signal using an
HT-free device and an AM STS HT-infected device for different values of
α.

5.3.1 Spectral mask test
We performed spectral measurements to analyze whether
transmissions with an AM STS HT-infected device and
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Fig. 11. Measured PSD of signals transmitted with an AM STS HT-
infected device and an HT-free device, along with the IEEE 802.11
standard spectral mask specification [36].

transmissions with an HT-free device were distinguishable.
The Power Spectral Density (PSD) of the transmitted signals
are shown in Fig. 11. The signals are centered at the carrier
frequency 2.41 GHz and they occupy a 20 MHz bandwidth.
Along with the signals, the spectral mask margins specified
by the IEEE 802.11 standard are shown [36]. As it can be
seen, the PSD of the HT-infected device is indistinguishable
from that of the HT-free device and is standard-compliant.
Note that there is no pre-processing that can be performed
on the transmitted data to make the two PSD curves distin-
guishable. Any subtle difference is due to the channel noise
and RF impairments and not due to the HT activity.

5.3.2 EVM test
Fig. 12 shows the EVM measurements at different transmis-
sion power levels for an OFDM-BPSK transmission with an
AM STS HT-infected device and an HT-free device. As it
can be seen, the EVM measurements are compliant with the
IEEE 802.11 standard [36] and there is no impact on EVM
due to HT insertion. It should be noted that the variability
between transmissions from the HT-infected device and the
HT-free device is due to electronic noise and hardware
impairments in the SDR circuitry and not due to the HT
activity. This is because the HT activity takes place in the
preamble and the EVM test detects payload divergence from
the ideal symbols of a target constellation.

5.3.3 SSCF test
To detect the HT presence using SSCF, we generated two
populations with 1000 HT-free devices and 1000 HT-infected
devices using 2000 different random combinations of I/Q
gain and phase imbalance. For the gain imbalance we used
5% variability and for the phase imbalance 10% variability.
To vary I/Q imbalance we used the I/Q correction module
in the DSP. Then, for each device we transmitted the same
information at six different power levels in the range from
−27 dBm to −14 dBm and considered as feature the total
received power at the receiver through the baseband loop-
back of the transceiver. We used half of the HT-free devices
to train a one-class Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier

Fig. 12. Measured EVM of the transmitted BPSK signal from an AM STS
HT-infected device and an HT-free device, along with the IEEE 802.11
standard EVM specification [36].

and the other half were used as an independent validation
set.

The SVM shows a very poor accuracy to correctly clas-
sify the HT-infected devices, with a misclassification rate of
44.5%, essentially pointing to a random decision. Fig. 13a
shows a 3D plot of the first 3 transmission power levels and
Fig. 13b shows a 3D plot of the first 3 principal components
resulting from a Principal Component Analysis (PCA). In
both cases, the 2 populations are overlapped and, thereby,
the HT-infected devices cannot be screened out. Due to the
total overlapping, there is no classifier that can separate
the two classes, i.e., using other popular classifiers such
as a decision tree or a deep feed-forward neural network
produces the same result.

5.3.4 ACE test
The ACE test is capable of discriminating between signal
variations due to channel impairments and HT activity only
in the case where the HT activity is generated in the AFE. If
the HT is infecting the baseband of the transmitter, i.e., the
preamble of the signal, as is the case for the proposed AM
STS HT attack, the ACE test will not detect the HT activity.
To demonstrate this, Fig. 14 shows three ACE tests with the
resulting post-channel equalization of the received payload.
The signal amplitude is indicated by color variations, and
the color bar on the right-hand side of the plots shows the
color used to represent a given amplitude value. The x-axis
shows the received payload divided in OFDM symbols and
the y-axis shows the subcarrier indexes k. Fig. 14a shows
an HT-free transmission where the received amplitude of
the payload remains constant along the OFDM symbols.
Fig. 14b presents an example of HT activity hidden in the
amplitude modulation of the payload, like the approach
presented in [30]. As it can be seen, the HT increases the
amplitude of the received signal for a certain amount of
time. This amplitude modulation corresponds to a leaked
bit. In particular, the dark columns correspond to a leaked
bit 1, whereas the lack of darkness corresponds to leaked bit
0. In this case, the ACE defense spots the leaked data, e.g.
in Fig. 14b the leaked message is ‘01001011110’. In contrast,
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(a) Projection of HT-free and HT-infected devices onto a 3D
space composed of the first 3 transmission power levels.

(b) Projection of HT-free and HT-infected devices onto a 3D
space composed of the first three principal components.

Fig. 13. Measurement results from the SSCF test.

the ACE test is unable to detect the HT activity in the case
of the proposed AM STS HT attack, as shown in Fig. 14c.
When the HT is hidden in the STS of the transmitted signal,
Fig. 14c does not point to any HT activity despite the fact
that the covert channel is enabled.

5.3.5 STS constellation test
Another possible defense for detecting an STS anomaly is to
demodulate the preamble, extract the STSF, and observe its
constellation. In a HT-free transmission, the constellation is
composed of only 3 symbols, namely {-1-j , 0, 1+j}. If the ob-
served constellation points can be distinguished from these
expected 3 symbols, then the attack is deemed detected. For
this defense, we compare the proposed AM STS HT attack
with the attack proposed in [24], which also acts upon the
STS in the preamble but implements the information leakage
differently. In particular, the STS (alternatively called STF
in [24]) contains BPSK symbols that are shifted by 45°. In
[24], the data are leaked by introducing an additional phase

(a) ACE test for an HT-free transmission.

(b) ACE test for an HT-infected transmission based on amplitude
modulation at the AFE, like the approach presented in [30]. The
HT activity on the payload is identified by the ACE test.

(c) ACE test for an HT-infected transmission with the AM STS
HT. The HT activity on the STS cannot be identified by the ACE
test.

Fig. 14. Measurement results from the post-channel equalization of the
received payload.

shift ∆φ into all STS symbols. This attack proposed in [24]
is called PSK STF HT attack. This defense detects the PSK
STF HT attack, whereas the proposed AM STS HT attack
bypasses it successfully. This is demonstrated in Fig. 15.
More specifically, Fig. 15a shows the resulting constellation
for a 20 dB SNR and for 5 different phase shifts using the
PSK STF HT attack in [24], whereas Fig. 15b shows the
resulting constellation for the proposed AM STS HT attack
for a 20 dB SNR and for 5 different amplitude modulations
from α = 5% to α = 25%. The black circles around the
coordinates -1-j and 1+j show where the STS symbols should
be found ideally in the absence of a HT, along with the
points at zero which are the subcarriers with zero amplitude
value. In Fig. 15a most of the points are outside the circles
making the PSK STF HT attack [24] easily noticeable, while
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(a) Constellation of the STSF preamble using
the PSK STF HT attack [24].

(b) Constellation of the STSF preamble using
the proposed AM STS HT attack.

(c) Constellation of the STSF preamble using
the proposed AM STS HT attack at a high
SNR scenario.

Fig. 15. Measurement results from the STS constellation test.

in Fig. 15b all the points are inside the circles even for a
large amplitude modulation of α = 25% making the AM
STS HT attack practically undetectable. To detect the AM
STS HT attack a very high SNR would be required and
a close examination of the constellation. Fig. 15c shows
the constellation diagram of the STSF preamble in such a
scenario having 40 dB of SNR. To avoid being detected, an
attacker must choose lower α values.

It should be noted that this STS constellation analysis is
not cost-effective to be implemented as a run-time defense
in every wireless receiver since specialised equipment is
needed to perform it.

5.3.6 Single-branch STSt correlation test
We propose a new less complex and low-cost run-time
defense compared to the STS constellation test, which relies
on comparing each individual I/Q branch of the stored
nominal STSt against the corresponding I/Q branch of the
received STSt. This defense mechanism is placed in the
synchronization process as depicted in Fig. 8 by a crossed-
out Trojan horse in the synch block.

The wireless receiver has access to the STSt digital I/Q
samples with which it performs the correlation operation to
search for the start of the frame. STSt corruption as a result
of phase shifting due to the PSK STF HT attack [24] causes
the I/Q branches to be unbalanced. To visualize the effect of
a phase shifting in the STSt, Fig. 16a shows a time domain
comparison of the I branch of the HT-free STSt against 5
different phase shifts. As it can be seen, the samples differ
from the HT-free STSt. Therefore, this proposed defense
mechanism consists of performing a correlation operation
between the first 16 samples of the I branch of the received
STSt and the first 16 stored samples of the I branch of the
ideal STSt. If the maximum value of the correlation is not
found in the index 16, then the frame is infected by a HT. To
strengthen the defense, the same correlation analysis can be
repeated for the Q branch, and if any of the two correlation
operations fails then a HT is detected.

Although this low-cost and practical defense is capable
of detecting the PSK STF HT attack in [24], as shown in
Fig. 16a, the proposed AM STS HT attack still evades this

defense, as shown in Fig. 16b for 5 different amplitude
modulations.

5.4 Demonstrator
To demonstrate the HT functionality from the attacker’s
perspective, we performed an encrypted transmission using
the HT-infected transmitter of Fig. 4, where the leaked infor-
mation is the encryption key from an Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES) core, and we attempted to decrypt the
payload using the recovered leaked secret key. As payload,
we transmitted the well-known standard 512 x 512 pixel
color version test image of a mandrill (a.k.a. baboon). The
payload was processed, converted to plaintext, and finally
encrypted using the AES algorithm with a 128-bit secret key.
According to the threat model of Section 3.1, the demonstra-
tor consists of Alice sending the encrypted image to Bob,
while without her knowledge the encryption key is leaked
via the corrupted subcarriers of the STSF according to the
proposed AM STS HT attack in Section 3.2. Eve who is the
eavesdropper retrieves the stolen key from the HT-infected
STS as described in Section 4.3 and tries to decrypt the
cyphertext to reveal the message, i.e., the mandrill image
in this case. As shown in Fig. 17, the received encrypted
payload in Fig. 17a is decrypted correctly in Fig. 17b when
applying the recovered leaked key. Section 5.5 details how
the leaked key is recovered even at low SNR scenarios.

Considering a wireless IC, where the encryption key
is stored in a Tamper-Proof Memory (TPM), there will be
no key updates unless more keys are stored in the TPM,
which increases the size and complexity of the TPM. In
addition, AES is a symmetric cipher, that is, if the trans-
mitter refreshes the key then the key at the receiver must
also be updated, leading to an increase in the complexity
of the communication system. Therefore, we consider that
an update of the encryption key is very unlikely in our
scenario. However, even in the scenario of a key update, the
number of frames used to transmit a payload while the key
is constant is greater than the number of frames required to
extract the key from the preamble of those frames. Thus, the
rogue receiver could store the frames encrypted by some
secret key, de-embed the key from the preambles of those
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(a) Real (I) part of the HT-free STSt and the received STSt for different
phase shifts in the PSK STF HT attack [24].

(b) Real (I) part of the HT-free STSt and the received STSt for different
amplitude values in the proposed AM STS HT attack.

Fig. 16. Measurement results from the single-branch STSt correlation
test.

frames, and decrypt the payload. Since the HT mechanism
continuously leaks the key, changes in the register used to
store the key would be reflected in the preamble of the
new frames to be transmitted, and the rogue receiver could
repeat the procedure described above for a new secret key.

5.5 Reliability of the covert channel

Assuming a 128-bit secret key and choosing to leak one byte
per frame, i.e., only 8 out of the 12 non-zero subcarriers of
the STSF are corrupted, then after 16 frames the secret key
would be completely transmitted. Starting from the 17th
frame, the secret key will be repeated for the duration of
the transmission creating redundancy of the leaked data.
This redundancy allows the attacker to apply an error cor-
rection algorithm to recover the secret key even under low
SNR conditions. We conducted an experiment to evaluate
the resilience of the proposed technique in various SNR
scenarios and for various HT amplitude modulations α.
We used a simple voting system in which, after having
some redundancy, the value of each bit is chosen as the
one that is repeated the most. For example, after 48 frames,

(a) Received encrypted payload. (b) Decrypted payload using the
recovered key leaked through the
corrupted subcarriers of STSF.

Fig. 17. Demonstration of the AM STS HT attack: stealing the cypher
key and recovering the transmitted encrypted mandrill (a.k.a baboon)
image.

the secret key has been repeated 3 times and we will have
a redundancy of 3 for each of the 128 bits of the secret
key. According to the voting system, the value of each bit
is determined as the one that has been received at least
twice. Then, after each key iteration we aimed at decrypting
the ciphertext using the received key. If the ciphertext is
decrypted correctly, then the recovered key is the correct
one. Fig. 18 shows the results obtained from our exper-
imentation. Each point is an average of 6 measurements
to account for the channel noise. It can be observed that
for larger α the number of iterations needed to recover
the secret key without any error is lower. For example, for
α = 10%, which is sufficient to thwart the single-branch
STSt correlation defense as shown from Fig. 16b, and for
SNR values greater than 24 dB only one series of 16 frames
is needed to obtain the secret key without errors, while for
an SNR of 15 dB it is required to wait for 6 repetitions of
the secret key, i.e., 96 frames in total. As it can be seen from
Fig. 18, for the lowest unfavorable SNR of 15 dB and the
lowest α of 5% that results in minute and imperceptible
preamble deviations, 20 repetitions are needed. Finally, since
only 8 out 12 subcarriers are corrupted, the attacker can use
the other 4 not corrupted subcarriers to tune a threshold
amplitude value to demodulate the leaked data and further
reduce the error rate.

6 RELATED PREVENTION AND DETECTION DE-
FENSE MECHANISMS

In Section 5.3 we demonstrated experimentally that the pro-
posed HT evades all known detection defenses at test time
or during run-time. The covert channel is undetected when
the nominal receiver is post-processing the HT-infected sig-
nal. There exist, however, several other generic HT counter-
measures based on insertion prevention and pre-silicon or
post-silicon detection that are in principle applicable under
different threat model scenarios. The proposed HT relies
on performing small malicious modifications in the digital
section of the RF transceiver, i.e., DSP and IP core from
which the information is being leaked.

If the attack is staged by an EDA tool provider or if the
digital section of the RF transceiver is a 3PIP core, then the
owner of the RF transceiver can check for the presence of
the HT prior to fabrication using: (a) functional verification
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Fig. 18. Reliability test for five different modulation amplitudes α under
different SNR scenarios.

of the 3PIP cores [39]; (b) structural analysis of Hardware
Description Language (HDL) codes [39]; (c) logic testing
tools [35], [40], [41], [42], [43], [44]; (d) specific simulation
benches, i.e., performing aging simulations along with over-
clocking [45] or short-term aging [46] to magnify the effect
of the HT without triggering it; (e) search methods for
unused components during design-time verification, which
thereafter can be removed as potentially suspicious [47];
and (f) Information Flow Tracking (IFT) methods that track
the propagation of sensitive data and verify that they do
not reach unauthorized sites in the design [11], [48], [49],
[50], [51], [52]. In our case, IFT could be used to spot the
connection between the register in the IP core where the
information is stored and the preamble generation block in
the DSP.

If the attack is staged by the foundry, pre-silicon preven-
tion methods include: (a) filling in all unused spaces on the
layout, which are most likely insertion areas for the HT, with
functional filler cells and checking if those have changed
[53]; and (b) design obfuscation, for example using locking
[54], [55], [56], [57], [58], [59], [60], camouflaging [61], [62],
[63], or split manufacturing [64], [65], aiming at obscuring
the circuit functionality so as to make it difficult for the
attacker to insert the HT.

The test-based and run-time defenses discussed in Sec-
tion 5.3 are post-silicon HT detection methods. Other
post-silicon HT detection methods include: (a) destructive
reverse-engineering, which involves de-packaging and de-
layering the chip, imaging the chip’s layers, and using
software to stitch together the prepared images, thereby
recovering the layout and netlist, which thereafter can be
carefully examined to detect the presence of HTs [66], [67];
(b) non-destructive side-channel analysis to expose the HT
location, for example using optical circuit analysis [68], elec-
tromagnetic emanation (EM) measurements [69], [70], [71],
thermal map analysis [72], backscattering [73], and laser
probing [74]; and (c) using on-chip monitors, i.e., current
sensors [75], thermal sensors [76], and invariance checkers
[77], for run-time HT detection.

All the aforementioned defenses should be evaluated in
the context of the proposed HT and can be the subject of

future work.

7 CONCLUSIONS

We proposed the novel AM STS HT attack for leaking
sensitive data out of wireless ICs. The AM STS HT attack
acts on the preamble of a transmission frame, hiding the
data into the transmission part that is used only for system
synchronization, thereby not affecting the communication.
The HT mechanism itself is hidden inside the dense digital
baseband of the transmitter having a tiny footprint with
0.109% ALUTs overhead for an FPGA implementation. The
proposed attack is stealthy being completely transparent to
the normal RF transceiver operation. The leaked data can
be recovered only by the intended rogue receiver using
an inverse operation that has prohibitively high-cost and
is impractical to perform during run-time on every regular
receiver. An indicative throughput of the established covert
channel is 750 kbps. We demonstrated with hardware mea-
surements using the SDR bladeRF board from NuandTM that
the proposed AM STS HT attack is capable of evading any
previously reported defense either at run-time or based on
performance testing. We also proposed a novel low-cost run-
time correlation-based defense to detect HT activity hidden
in the synchronization data. This defense also falls short in
revealing the proposed AM STS HT attack. Our experiments
demonstrate the strength of the proposed AM STS HT attack
calling for the development of a specific practical defense
so as to ensure the security of wireless communications. To
this end, we discussed several known generic HT counter-
measures that could be potentially applicable and should
be further evaluated. Finally, we demonstrated the AM
STS HT attack from the attacker’s perspective where an
encrypted message with a 128-bit secret key is being leaked.
We analyzed the reliability of the covert channel and we
demonstrated that the key can be successfully recovered
after less than 10 key transmissions even in the most un-
favorable SNR scenario.
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